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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0070400A2] 1. A clamp having flat clamping faces and comprising a guide bar (10), a stationary arm (12) arranged on said bar and
extending transversely thereto and a sliding arm (14) guided for displacement on the bar and extending approximately parallel to the stationary
arm, also comprising a female screw thread for a screw spindle (16) extending approximately parallel to the guide bar (10) in a first of the two arms
(12, 14), in particular the sliding arm (14), as well as two shoes (22, 24) having clamping faces, a first one (22) of the shoes being arranged on the
second (12) of the two arms (12, 14) and a second one (24) of the shoes being arranged on a plate-like cap (20) mounted, in particular rotatably,
on the screw spindle (16), the two shoes having facing clamping surfaces (70) and being tiltable about axes perpendicular to the plane of the two
arms (12, 14), characterized in that the two shoes (22, 24) have a sheet metal member (30) as well as a plastic shell (50) accommodating the sheet
metal member and forming the respective clamping surface (70), and that the sheet metal member (30) of the first shoe (22) has an opening (74)
for pivoting on the second arm (12) and the sheet metal member (30) of the second shoe (24) has at least one slot (40, 42) for insertion of an edge
region of the cap (20).
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